
Burnout Quiz… DO YOU... 

Feel lonely or isolated? 

Have self doubt?

Feel tired or fatigued? 

get easily irritated? 

Have low self esteem?

lack a regular routine?

lack help with chores?

lack time to exercise?

Act as a caregiver?

have to multitask regularly?

miss your hobbies & passions?

feel overwhelmed?

dislike your job?

feel your diet could be better?

lack self care?

feel something is missing?
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Burnout Quiz Total  
Nowhere Near Burnout - You Go Girl!  Looks like you are living your best life and you should be proud because 
it is so hard to balance it all.  You are probably organized, find time for gratitude, hobbies, relationships and 
invest in your health.  Make sure you keep it up, because life gets hectic and you don’t want to fall into any 
other category on this page!   

On Your Way to Burnout - Not bad, not bad! Ok, so maybe you excel in most areas of health & wellness.  But 
perhaps there are some things you struggle with.  Time management?  Getting enough sleep?  Check in with the 
eight areas in bold below to assess how well you are doing in each.  Try to make some improvements in the 
areas where you struggle so you don’t end up in the categories below.  

Almost Burned Out - Lady, it’s time for some serious self-assessment.  You probably notice there is room for 
improvement in several of the eight areas in bold below.  We need to figure out how to make small changes in 
every area  to bring more peace, joy, energy, happiness  and health into your life.  Act now, so that you don’t slip 
into full burnout.   

Already Burned Out - Please pump the brakes! Making time to find balance in your life is essential to your 
future health & wellbeing. It may take time and effort, but, it is absolutely doable.   The best thing to do now is to 
learn the basics of Diet, Exercise, Sleep Hygiene, Stress Management, Self Care, Social Relationships, 
Sexuality, Spiritual Health so you can make meaningful change, reverse burnout and get the most out of life! 
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